Love your neighbour by S Afrose
The universe is created by God
Lot of people live here
We are neighbours at each other
So many differences show all over
Yet all are lived under the same sky
Same blood flowing in our veins
Same feelings in the heart
Situation making it so difficult
To make rift within all of us
Crashing grasping all is going
Only for some momentary peace
The long lasting peace is achieved
Showering love rain towards all
Forgetting the so called pride
We can make the earth so bright
Hand in hand we should walk
To lead a lovely life
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Seeking help
A great danger is going to appear
How can we face that
We feel proud for our powers
Yet it’s nothing to any invisibility
Fighting with enemy is like a game
At last who will be the winner
Nobody knows that
Yet we people want to win any battle
The battle with uncertainty can rise again
Boastfulness is our power killing button
Making easily to accept failure
Why we human are so foolish
Seeking help from each other
Making us so belittle
It's our so called thoughts
Helping at each other
Is not a fault
It's the best choice
For fighting
For breathing
For human race existence
In this universe
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I love to help people
I am a very simple one
Belonged to a poor family
The struggling for living is so strong
Still never break down
Never loss spirits
There are also many people like me
Live in this world
We always live in misery
Nobody wants to help us
We people are all same
Brothers-sisters whatever
Seeking help when facing problems
I love to help without a 2nd thought
Simply making life an easy one
Life is only one
Why need so many things
Most of what causing devastating consequences
Some people live without food
Some of us happy to look that
They think
It's ok
Those don't deserve to live
What a stupid thinking
We never know
How much time all of us have left
In this world
Anyone from anytime
Go to that death zone
Then why we don't nourish
Our existing time
With caring and love
For each other
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